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The lack of a scientific approach to the forms of law-making makes this research 
relevant. As a consequence, this paper argues the necessity to define the forms of 
current law-making, especially in the agriculture sector. The main research method 
was the method of analysis used to identify the characteristic forms of the 
substantive composition of lawmaking and knowledge in all matters. The research 
substantiates that the category of lawmaking reflects the manifestation of the object, 
a particular model, or the phenomenon under study. The suggested definition of the 
category of law-making is also as follows: an important component, which includes 
the regularities of the law shape, complemented by the system of its elements and 
the interaction between them. The final third element is the organizational 
component, based on the understanding of the form as a specific means of the 
organization of lawmaking. It is advisable to continue investigating its theoretical 
and practical aspects. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In modern Scientific research of theoretical and applied 

aspects of any legal phenomenon through a prism of a 

form of its manifestation has important informative 

value as allows to open and characterize the studied 

phenomenon as a special phenomenon which properties 

define its place in the system of other phenomena of 

legal reality and characterizes its ability to be the 

apprehended and intelligent legal entities. Therefore, 

lawmaking manifestation forms, especially its 

expressions in social reality at the present stage of its 

development, influence of factors of law knowledge, 

stability and functionality of lawmaking as legal 

phenomenon is one of its informative theoretical and 

applied aspects reflecting character and result of 

manifestation of the formation of law and also 

distribution of informative ideas of it in the course of 

scientific or educational activity. The specified features 

of lawmaking accumulate categories of «a lawmaking 

form» that reflects and characterizes its internal 

contents and external manifestation as expression of the 

nature, essence and process of formation of the law and 

defines its further knowledge. 

The analysis of the last publications on a perspective and 

allocation of parts of a common problem unresolved 

earlier. Existence of forms of lawmaking was proved 

even in works of representatives of historical school of 

law: Savigny (2004), Pukhta (2011), which indicated 
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that the historical character has formation of law, comes 

from a combination of various factors of public life, 

caused by regularities of their historical development 

and its formalization in the form of specific forms 

(Savigny, 2004). Forms of international law-making 

were subject to research of such scientists as 

Sivakumaran (2017), Wessel (2011), and Berman and 

Wessel (2013). Forms of lawmaking is external 

manifestation of difficult process of origin of law, its 

formation and formalization (Pukhta, 2011). The 

expediency of allocation of forms of lawmaking first of 

all is caused by properties of the phenomenon which: 

first, it is based on various public relation which defines 

emergence, development and change of law which 

receives external manifestation; secondly, includes 

various ways of lawmaking caused by the corresponding 

process of such formation, are allocated with the 

authentic content of formation of law and are aimed at 

achievement of concrete result (Szasz, 2002). 

According to us, a form of lawmaking is a communicative 

and institutional component of process of formation of 

law that reflects features of interaction between subjects 

of society and their influence on origin, formation and 

external manifestation of rules of law (Talmon, 2005). 

The form of lawmaking is the generalizing concept 

defining interrelation between lawmaking factors, origin 

and development of law and its external manifestation 

where regularities of such interrelation allow to 

distinguish a complex of forms of lawmaking that to 

disclose backbone characteristics of the phenomenon 

investigated by us. The value of forms of lawmaking is 

shown that they: 

-first, allow to generalize the public relations which 

define the maintenance of factors of lawmaking, to prove 

regularities of their influence on formation of law; 

-secondly, establish an opportunity to provide fixing of 

rules of conduct of subjects, to provide them the 

obligatory, standard, system, formally defined and not 

personified character; 

-thirdly, is means of expression of will of individuals, 

having provided coordination and balancing of their 

interests and requirements, the embodiment of will have 

authorized subjects of creation of law. 

Thus, the research aims to prove the expediency of the 

selection of modern law-making forms in the agriculture 

sector, generalize them, and define their features as a 

subject component of law knowledge. 

 

The form of lawmaking as one of the key aspects of 

the studied phenomenon: the scientific aspect 

If we consider a scientific aspect of law-making forms, 

the lack of their research comes to be noticeable. 

However, their independence as an object of scientific 

knowledge represents a great interest. It reflects the 

plurality of aspects of lawmaking and its possibility to be 

structured on separate forms. In modern legal literature 

as we already noted a perspective of forms of lawmaking 

opened rather incidentally, unlike research of content of 

lawmaking. Most of the scientists-jurists investigating a 

lawmaking perspective in general bypass a question of 

existence of its forms. At the same time, the form of 

lawmaking is one of key aspects of the studied 

phenomenon, plays importance as regarding the analysis 

of aspects of external identification of lawmaking, and 

aspects of its organizational influence on formation of 

law. 

First of all, it is necessary to pay attention that there is 

no uniform unified approach to understanding of forms 

of lawmaking at all therefore they are defined as a way, 

ways of emergence (formation) of law (Grevtsov, 2012); 

an element of process of formation of law which 

provides the translation of the public relations which 

actually developed in the rule, instructions which find 

the expression in the written act (Manko, 2013); a stage 

of formalization of the legal ideas which formally are 

fixed as the provisions of positive law (Pridvorov and 

Trofimov, 2012); a way of recognition legal those norms 

which arose in a subsoil of primitive society, at the final 

stage of its development when proto-states began to be 

formed (Kashanina, 1999). In addition, Maltsev (2000) 

adheres to the similar point of view, paying attention 

that the common law turned out to be consequence of 

development of the public relations and further 

coexisted with the public power and vessels, cooperated 

with them. Shestopalova (2004) considers lawmaking 

forms, characterizing them as forming the law in the 

form of its corresponding forms, which provide its 

formal expression, and fixing.  

The analysis of the specified views of scientists could be 

continue, however they have the same character and in 

general characterize lawmaking in terms of its ability to 

provide by means of authorized subjects external 

expression of rules of law in the form of the concrete 

carrier of standard legal information. In foreign scientific 

works the problem of forms of formation of law was 

most thoroughly researched by representatives of legal 
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realism: Holmes (1938), who considered origins of the 

law as a form of manifestation of experience of 

legislators, expressions in their researches (DeWolfe 

Howe, 1963), forecasting of probable behavior of judges 

at the solution of affairs on the basis of that situation 

which is planned to be fixed by the concrete act 

(Cappelletti, 1979). In the western jurisprudence in the 

20th century rather wide range of the works of 

praxeological character concerning questions of forms of 

origin (formation) of law in this or that branch of law 

(Holmes, 1938) at the international level was created 

(Singh, 1990; Szasz, 2002; Elberling, 2005; Talmon, 

2005), in particular within the boundaries of specific 

states (Kanbur and Bernat, 2013); at the level of 

lawmaking (Waldron, 2005), factors influencing them 

and further determine the specifics of the content of law, 

etc (Van et al., 2017).  

Lawmaking forms including modern, reflect its real 

existence, are shown in the form of the corresponding 

external manifestations that allow be apprehending and 

comprehending as at the daily, and doctrinal level. By 

scientific researches of forms of modern lawmaking it is 

possible to determine consistent patterns of influence of 

factors of lawmaking on contents and the nature of 

precepts of law, their change or cancellation, to analyze 

its nature and essence as means of formation of the new 

phenomenon or updating existing, result of its 

functioning which is formed in the form of the 

corresponding material carrier of legal information and 

reflects the nature of its distribution within society. The 

present stage of development of scientific research of 

lawmaking demands thorough reconsideration of 

problems of forms of lawmaking that will allow: to 

consider and to comprehensively investigate the 

scientific potential of lawmaking, having provided 

knowledge of key aspects of the studied phenomenon 

including features of forms of its detection; to overcome 

long impact of ideological factors on scientific research 

of lawmaking including on understanding of forms as the 

derivative characteristic of lawmaking caused by its 

contents (Maltsev, 2000). 

 

Law in the aspect of modern and traditional forms of 

its making 

Forms of modern lawmaking are a concept of system 

character, which structured on separate elements 

(forms) which accumulate in themselves the most 

typical regularities of origin, formation and development 

of the public relations, interrelations between them, 

generalizing features of their influence on formation of 

law and its contents (Shestopalova, 2004). Therefore, 

the most optimum approach to allocation of forms of 

modern lawmaking, according to us, is approach 

according to which in a basis of criterion of their 

allocation the features of the public relations defining 

emergence of law, its development, change 

(communicative and legal criterion) and also the nature 

of a juridization of law, its registration in the form of 

specific forms (institutional and legal criterion) have to 

be put. The combination of the specified criteria of 

allocation of forms of lawmaking allows:  

-to take features of content of lawmaking where 

interaction of the public relations defines need of 

creation of the law as a basis; 

-to define features of external detection of the 

lawmaking in the form of specific institutional forms. 

Combining communicative and legal and institutional 

and legal criteria for allocation and the analysis of kinds 

of forms of modern lawmaking, first of all it is necessary 

to allocate a traditional form of formation of law. The 

specified form of formation of law has primary 

character, as it is directly base on the public relation, 

objectively forms rules of conduct, which owing to 

authoritativeness, repeated repetition acquires the 

obligatory status. The communicative and institutional 

nature of a traditional form of lawmaking is show that: 

-a traditional form of formation of law has the greatest 

degree of historical conditionality, accumulates and 

reflects the nature of culture of the relevant society, 

embodying them in the content of precepts of law; 

-the maintenance of a traditional form of lawmaking is 

the special circle of the public relations which arise and 

develop under the influence of various factors of social 

development, thereby gaining steady, socially 

recognized character; 

-a positive aspect of a traditional form of lawmaking is 

that in its basis there is a natural basis of emergence of 

law, and rules of conduct develop gradually, and 

therefore consider the changes happening in the public 

relations. It allows to receive to rules of law the high 

level of public recognition and authoritativeness of their 

distribution in society; 

-the institutionally of a traditional form of lawmaking is 

shown that usual norms demand the corresponding 

recognition and authorization from authorized subjects, 
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provides to norms the corresponding form of expression 

and legal status. 

In spite of the fact that a traditional form of lawmaking 

has natural, historically and socially caused character, it 

has no exclusive character and cannot exist and function 

without other forms of lawmaking, besides, the specified 

form of lawmaking has rather conservative character, it 

is fully not capable to provide timely streamlining of the 

public relations, to achieve legal result in the short term. 

The following form of lawmaking it is necessary to call 

the case form of formation of law based on activities of 

authorized subjects for consideration of a concrete life 

situation, decision making that acquires further the 

obligatory status and not personified character. The 

specified form of lawmaking finds the manifestation in 

the form of the judicial (administrative) document 

enshrining precepts of law, accepted by authorized 

judicial or administrative body of law enforcement, has 

obligatory value at the solution of similar cases in the 

future. Features of a case form of lawmaking consist in 

the following: 

-formation of rules of law in the form of a precedent is 

based on special kinds of the public relations having 

conflict and at the same time typical character which 

causes expediency of their consideration by an 

authorized subject and adoption of the relevant decision 

which will provide approach for these subjects of 

consequence in law; 

-formation of law happens on the basis of consideration 

and decision-making on a certain life situation, has 

typical (widespread) character. That is a basis of this 

form are the typical public relations making the 

maintenance of a life situation; 

-the result of a case form of lawmaking is shown not so 

much in creation of a precedent how many in its 

regulating distribution on the public relations, has to 

provide efficiency and timeliness of the solution of 

similar vital circumstances; 

-in terms of communicative properties of a case form of 

lawmaking, the specified form has the dynamic nature of 

development as considers changes in public life which 

dynamics directly influences formation of law in a case 

form. At the same time, the case form of lawmaking 

allows to consider features and circumstances of 

consideration of each separate cases. 

When considering the study of agricultural law, a 

question that many lawyers and professors may ask is 

how this subject differs from any other area of study. 

Without detracting from the significance of any other of 

these areas, there are several features of agriculture 

which make it uniquely suited as a separate area of legal 

study and practice. The most important features are the 

fundamental nature of the production of food to human 

existence, the extensive use of natural resources made 

by the sector, and the magnitude of the economic 

transactions it represents.  

The analysis of kinds of forms of lawmaking 

Contractual form of lawmaking - the following form that 

we allocate within the analysis of kinds of forms of 

lawmaking. Its sense is that established rules of law find 

the fixing in the form of provisions of the standard legal 

instrument that is the contractual act of two or more 

parties, by mutual consent establish new rules of law 

that are obligatory for persons of law. At the same time, 

the contractual form of lawmaking has the features to 

which it is necessary to refer the following: 

-the public relations develop by achievement of 

arrangements between legally equal subjects which 

could align the interests and reach consent concerning 

approach of the corresponding consequence in law. As a 

result of coordination of interests between subjects the 

contents of rules of law of the general legal character 

were agreed and further are set formally defined, not 

personified character in a type of the corresponding 

standard legal instrument which norms get obligatory; 

-the public relations making a basis of a contractual form 

of lawmaking can have as bilateral, and multilateral 

character. It is explained by a variety of interests of the 

parties of a contractual form of lawmaking, on the one 

hand, and generality and non-personified provisions 

which are enshrined, on the other hand, that demands 

accounting of interests of a wide range of subjects; 

-the public relations defining a contractual form of 

lawmaking have both interstate (national) character, 

and international. Respectively, and rules of law which 

are formed as realization of a contractual form of 

lawmaking are an element of either national, or 

international law; 

-the public relations which define a contractual form of 

lawmaking are the relations of domination or 

management, or have coordination character. In the first 

case the imperious or administrative relations cause 

formation of rules of law and their fixing in the form of 

the standard legal instrument signed between subjects 

which are in the submission relations and contents of 
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these rules of law reflects realization of imperious or 

administrative function by an authorized subject.  

The coordination nature of the relations making a basis 

of a contractual form of lawmaking defines the 

conclusion of the standard legal instrument between 

legally equal subjects, which enshrine rules of law in 

those spheres where they carry out joint activity, or for 

overcoming the conflicts between them. Despite 

advantages of a contractual form of lawmaking, 

nevertheless it cannot be neither only, nor dominating as 

finally uncertain is a role of the state in formation of law 

in a contractual form (Singh, 1990). Besides, the 

specified form of lawmaking is functionally capable to 

form the law only in the separate branches (institutes) of 

law, without providing an integrated system approach to 

lawmaking, thereby is capable to provide a further 

effective legal regulation of the public relations.  

Effective functioning of a contractual form of lawmaking 

is possible only in case of its combination to other forms 

of lawmaking. The standard and legal form of lawmaking 

provides establishment, change or cancellation of rules 

of law by formation and detection of objective need of 

change of legal regulation with unilateral strong-willed 

creative activities for development, acceptance and 

enforcement of the normative legal acts enshrining rules 

of law. Such form of lawmaking connected with a 

number of characteristics that combine features of 

formation of law as conscious, strong- willed creative 

activity and property of normative legal acts, which are a 

form of fixing of the created precepts of law. The 

following belongs to such characteristics: 

-it is based on the public relation which defines objective 

need of change of legal regulation, it is possible to reach 

only by unilateral law-making will of the subject given 

powers of authority; 

-is defined by thorough work of authorized subjects on 

detection of objective need of change of legal regulation 

which is formed on the basis of the existing public 

relations which influence further contents of new rules 

of law, change or cancellation existing and also define 

character and content of further legal regulation; 

-it is connected with development, acceptance and 

enforcement of the special legal document - the 

normative legal act which is the legal document, it is 

formed by authorized subjects in the course of formation 

of law, contains precepts of law and it is allocated with 

the corresponding validity; 

-is implemented in accurately certain order, that is has 

procedural character, providing effectiveness of 

formation of law, quality of precepts of law and 

efficiency of their realization.  

The procedurally of the studied form of lawmaking is 

caused by high degree of dependence on subjects of 

formation of law which are accurately defined, allocated 

with legislatively set status which provide gradualness 

of lawmaking, its expression in the form of the 

corresponding form of law and further realization. 

Separately it should be note about existence of a 

doctrinal form of lawmaking, based on the scientific 

activity providing knowledge and further action of law 

by justification of provisions that gain standard, 

obligatory value. The doctrinal form of lawmaking can 

be characterize within the following provisions: 

-at the heart of a doctrinal form of lawmaking there are 

public relations. The doctrinal form of lawmaking 

originates from the public relations which are regulated 

by means of precepts of law, thereby reflect a condition 

of legal regulation of the public relations, its advantages 

and shortcomings which define further formations of 

law in the form of the legal doctrine; 

-the doctrinal form of lawmaking provides 

establishment, change or cancellation of legal regulation 

of the public relations, providing the obligatory and 

standard status of provisions of the legal doctrine; 

-this form of lawmaking exists and functions in the form 

of accurately certain evidence- based system of 

provisions, the ideas, the principles and concepts which 

get further obligatory character; 

-it has the formal expression in the form of a certain 

documentary carrier, fixing the legal ideas, the 

principles, provisions, concepts, provides their 

accumulations, storages, distribution on the public 

relations. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

At the same time the doctrinal form of lawmaking takes 

the independent place in the system of forms of 

lawmaking as it, on the one hand, based on various 

public relation which defines emergence, development 

and change of law, receives external manifestation, and 

with another - represents an independent way of 

lawmaking which is caused by the authentic nature of 

origin of rules of law, the corresponding process and 

content of such formation, is characterized by the 

purpose of improvement of legal regulation and creation 
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of rules of law. The specified form of lawmaking 

accumulates in itself the most typical regularities of 

origin, formation and development of the public 

relations, interrelations between them, generalizing 

features of their determining influence on creation of 

law and its contents.  

However, the doctrinal form of lawmaking has no 

exclusive character, and is an independent element of 

forms of lawmaking, is explained by its rather official 

status, which subject is not only researches of the state 

and legal phenomena, but also rules of law enshrined in 

a form of the legal doctrine, having abstract character, 

and which are not accurately formalized. The 

recognition of what is essentially agricultural law by 

farmers, farm related businesses, and legal practitioners 

should mean that those in agriculture will come to 

recognize and use legal services on an active basis as 

part of their regular business activities. This outcome 

will be more efficient than what was common during the 

financial crisis of the 1980s in the USA farm clients 

turning to lawyers only on a reactive basis, the day 

before,. If this integration of legal concerns into the 

everyday operation of agriculture occurs, then the place 

of agricultural law as a field of study and practice will be 

secure.  
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